Pitt Project GO
Russian & Turkish Language Scholarships

The University of Pittsburgh’s highly competitive Project GO scholarships provide intensive Russian and Turkish summer language programs to ROTC students nationwide. In just 8 weeks, students cover the equivalent of one academic year of language training.

Pitt Project GO scholarships help students make quick progress toward their degree requirements, provide study abroad opportunities, and increase ROTC students’ competitiveness for additional scholarship opportunities (e.g., Boren and Critical Language Scholarships) and when commissioning.

Scholarship awardees will receive:

• Full tuition for an 8-credit University of Pittsburgh language course.
• Full coverage of travel, lodging, and textbook costs.
• A living stipend to pay for meals during the course.

Pitt Project GO has a limited number of scholarships available. Awardees are selected on a competitive basis. For detailed application instructions, visit www.ucis.pitt.edu/crees/projectgo.